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Recap on Last Session 

Using Tables in WORD 



In Word 2003 click Table > Formula 



In Word 2010 Table > Layout > Formula 



Total is calculated 



Updating Cell Contents 

 Word does not automatically update the 

results when you change the data in a 

cell 

 To update cells do one of the following: - 

1. Select a cell and press F9 

2. Select all cells (Ctrl A) and press F9 

3. Close the file and open it again 



Example - Calculating a paper bill 

Set formula to =PRODUCT(LEFT) 

Set format to £ 



Highlight the result then Ctrl C (Copy) 



Highlight the cells below then Ctrl V (Paste) 

Then press Ctrl E (Centre) and then F9 (update) 



Select the cell for the total and insert a formula 



Using Microsoft Excel 

Today you will 

begin to …. EXCEL! 



1) columns  

2) rows  

3) cells 

1) text   (labels)  

2) number data  (constants)  

3) formulas  (mathematical equations that do 

    all the work) 

Spreadsheets are made up of : - 

In each cell there may be the following types of data :- 

Address 35.62 =14/3 -996 Total =sum(a1:a14) 

*ALL formulae MUST begin with an equal sign (=).  

Reminder 



Entering Sequences 

Automatic entry of months / days / number sequences 

Double-click between columns to automatically widen them.  

Type “January” then pull 

handle downwards. 

Type “1” and “2”, 

select BOTH, then 

drag downwards 



See how quickly you can do this: - 

Hint: You should only need to type 

TWO words and TWO numbers!! 

Try the Borders tool 

to create a visible 

grid 



Open the file “Budget 2013 example”: - 



Drag the months of the year across: - 



Insert an autosum ∑ in cell B16 

Then press ENTER 



Drag the formula across to December 



Do the same for the total income 



Insert the formula =B22-B16 in B23 



Drag the formula across to December 



Finish by autosumming ∑ column N 



Have a go at last week’s paper Bill Exercise 

Note the 

formula! 

Result should look like this: - 



Now try the practice Exercise 

(on sheet) 



Naming Cells 

Click in A10 and type “rate” in the Name Box 

Then press ENTER 



Naming Cells 

Type the formula “=rate” in cell B3 

Then drag it down to cell B7 



Naming Cells 

Whatever you type in A10 gives a new result 

Q) Find the lowest rate of pay that would still 

give him £500 per day 



Try the Compound Interest worksheet 



Homework – address_list.xls 



That’s it folks! 

You can all go for a lie down in a 

darkened room now! 


